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Educator Opportunities

Reviewers Needed: Become a Reviewer for BMC Education

BMC Medical Education, an open access journal publishing original peer-reviewed research articles in relation to the training of healthcare professionals, is looking for reviewers. Serving as a journal reviewer is a great addition to your CV. To learn more about the opportunity, to learn more about BMC Medical Education and review recent articles, click here!

Recognition and Rewards

Congratulations to Our New Members!

New TEACH Members: Please join us in welcoming our new members for the month of June – Lindsey Berlin, MD; Petronella Mbu, MD; Anita Vincent-Johnson, MD; Frank Biscardi, MD.

Scholarly Activity: Check out the most recent education oriented scholarly activity by TEACH members. This page is updated on a quarterly basis to help showcase the great work of our members. Check it out here!

Perk Winner – Congratulations to Dr. David Musick for being selected as this quarter’s TEACH Perk Winner! Each quarter the TEACH member who attended the most OCPD and/or TEACH sessions is awarded a Java-the-Hut gift card. So if you are looking for stimulating faculty development and the opportunity to win an extra caffeine boost, join us for as many TEACH sessions as you can!

Keeping Connected

Facebook – Like us for your chance to win!

You can now be a friend of TEACH on social media! In an effort to extend our community of practice into the virtual world we have created our own Facebook page to share important news and updates with our members! Like us on Facebook to be entered into a drawing for a Java the Hut giftcard!

Upcoming Events:

Make Sure You Are Registered!

Education Grand Rounds – September 19 & 20, 2018 (LINK TO REGISTER)

In Case You Missed It!

Check Out These Videos on the Flipped Classroom Series

Last month marked the end of our three-series Flipped Classroom mini-series. For this series, TEACH partnered with the Department of Basic Science Education to offer a three session mini-series helping participants build the foundational skills and knowledge necessary for creating a flipped classroom curriculum and to offer practical guidance to apply these new skills into a sustainable component. To see recordings of each mini-series session and learn more about how to flip your classroom, click here.

TEACH Tips!

If you have a topic idea, great speaker suggestion, or would just like to share an idea for future TEACH events, please use the TEACH Tips form to share your bright ideas.

Join TEACH Now!
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